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Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) experiment was performed at the Mn L3 edge. A 10 % Mn-doped
Sr3Ru2O7 compound, where the Mn3+ ions are in the 3d4 state, were probed for dd excitations. The dilute doping
concentration allows one to treat the dopant Mn3+ ions as effectively free in the host ruthenium compound. The
local nature of dd RIXS spectroscopy permits one to use a single-site model to simulate the experimental spectra.
The simulated spectra reproduces the in-plane [100] experimental RIXS spectrum. We also predict the intensity
for the in-plane [110] direction and the out-of-plane spin orientation configuration [001]. Based on our single-
ion model we were able to fit the experimental data to obtain the crystal field parameters (∆Eeg , ∆Et2g ), the
10Dq value, and the intra-orbital spin-flip energy 2J(or 3JH , where JH is the Hund’s energy) of the Mn3+ ion.
Utilizing our computed RIXS quantum transition amplitudes between the various d orbitals of the Mn3+ ion, the
expression for the Kramers-Heisenberg cross section, and a self-consistent fitting procedure we also identify the
energy boundaries of the non-spin-flip and spin-flip dd excitations present in the experimental data. From our
fitting procedure we obtain 2J(3JH) = 2.06 eV, a value which is in excellent agreement with that computed
from the free ion Racah parameters. We also identified the charge transfer boundary. In addition to predicting
the microscopic parameters, we find a quantum spin-flip transition in the non-cross (σσσin −σσσout, πππin − πππout) x-ray
polarization channels of the dd RIXS spectra. A similar transition, was previously predicted [1] to occur in the
πππ−πππ channel of the magnon spectrum in the non-collinear non-coplanar Kagome compound composed of Cu2+

3d9 ion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum materials harbor electronic excitations which can
be accurately fingerprinted using resonant inelastic x-ray scat-
tering (RIXS) spectroscopy [2]. The advantage of RIXS lies
in its ability to probe a range of excitations that span low en-
ergy (phonons [3–5], magnons [1, 6–11], bimagnons [12, 13]
to high energy orbital dd excitations [14–16], charge trans-
fer (CT) excitations [3, 16–18], and plasmon [19]). Often,
RIXS provides a valuable complementary technique to angle-
resolved photoemission (ARPES) [20–22], Raman [23, 24],
and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) [25, 26] spectroscopies.
Transition metal L-edge RIXS has been utilized to obtain
insight into electronic orders [27–29], electron-boson cou-
plings [30, 31], (multi-)magnon excitations [1, 32], and su-
perconductivity [33, 34]. The enhanced cross-section under
resonance condition gives RIXS the unique sensitivity to the
chemical and bonding state of the probing element at or near
the photon interaction site. This allows RIXS to be employed
on materials that are not suitable for ARPES and INS studies,
e.g. thin films or dilute dopants with small volume fractions,
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the buried interfaces [35], and nano-particles [36] prepared
under non-ultra-high vacuum conditions. Thus, RIXS is an
excellent choice for exploring electronic behavior and mech-
anism, such as in high Tc cuprates and colossal magnetoresis-
tance (CMR) compounds like manganites. This experimental
technique also finds popularity in other applied fields such as
energy storage and novel catalysts [37].

In recent years, the condensed matter and materials science
community have also gradually begun to use RIXS to probe
the fundamental excitations of manganese compounds [38–
41]. Since the discovery of CMR effect in manganese oxides
[42–45], manganites have proven to be an important class
of strongly correlated electronic materials, besides the high-
temperature superconducting cuprates. In contrast to cuprates,
CMR manganites (which have a perovskite structure) pos-
sess more interesting electronic composition and sophisticated
electronic orders, such as CE-type charge, spin, and orbital or-
der [46]. K-edge RIXS has been used to study electronic exci-
tations in manganites exhibiting a range of ground states [38].
Theoretical studies on RIXS has demonstrated its applicabil-
ity to investigate the unique electronic excitations in orbital
ordered manganites [39]. The antiferromagnetic and the CE-
type spin ordering of PrxCa1−xMnO3 has been studied experi-
mentally [40, 41].

In addition to manganese compounds, manganese ions as
dilute dopant impurities can play an important role in influenc-
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ing the magnetic properties of its host material. Consider the
ruthenate Sr3Ru2O7, where it has been experimentally found
that Mn3+ impurities can induce long-range magnetic ordering
in the compound [47–49]. This is because the radial extension
of the 4d wave function is significantly larger than that of the
TM 3d or even O 2p orbitals. This leads to weaker correlation
effect for the ruthenium oxide than for the 3d TM oxide. From
a materials perspective, Sr3Ru2O7 is considered as a metam-
agnetic metal on the verge of ferromagnetism. Because of the
interaction between localized Mn 3d and delocalized Ru 4d
- O 2p valence states, the Mn impurity exhibits a 3+ oxida-
tion state and a crystal field energy level inversion at room
temperature [48, 49]. At low temperatures, a metal-insulator
transition can be measured, whose transition temperature rises
with increasing Mn3+ doping [47]. When the Mn3+ doping
reaches 10% one can detect a (1/4, 1/4, 0) antiferromagnetic
order in the Mn-doped Sr3Ru2O7 [50–52]. In this article, we
utilize Mn L3-edge RIXS to investigate the local nature of the
electronic excitations of the Mn3+ ions in strontium ruthenate.

In the lightly manganese doped ruthenate, the Mn3+ ions
can be viewed as free ions in a spin-ordered environment. A
similar single-ion model of Cu2+ was used to probe the dd ex-
citations in cuprates [14]. Since we are not probing the Ru
L edge, the effect of Ru is not visible in the spectra. There-
fore, we can unravel the dd excitations of the single Mn3+ ion
by RIXS. Thus, we can claim that we are measuring the Mn
impurity system where Mn is the minority dopant in other-
wise the Ru majority network. So these Mn dopants should
be treated as isolated atoms. In that case, the non-interacting
picture (e.g. not considering nearest Mn neighbors and their
influence via Mn-O-Mn hybridization) should be a viable per-
spective. This is our single-ion model. The local nature of
RIXS spectroscopy often permits the use of single-site ap-
proximation to simulate the experimental spectrum. The sim-
ulated spectrum are mostly compared with experimental ones
where the probed elements are the dominant species. It is still
interesting to examine how far one can extend this kind of
local treatment, and the dilute dopant systems are the ideal
candidates for such studies.

In this paper, using a single-ion model, we theoretically cal-
culate the RIXS cross sections for all possible dd excitations
of the Mn3+ ions under both the cross and the non-cross x-ray
polarization channels. From the comparison of the RIXS sim-
ulation spectra with the experimental data, we obtain the crys-
tal field parameters and intra-orbital spin-flip energy of Mn3+

ions in the host material. We also estimate the energy bound-
aries of the non spin-flip (NSF), spin-flip (SF), and charge-
transfer excitations. We predict the RIXS spectra for spin
orientation that changes from the in-plane to the out-of-plane
configuration. As the spin orientation changes from in-plane
to out-of-plane, we find non-trivial intra-orbital SF excitation
channels for both non-cross polarizations (σσσ, πππ).

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show the
experimental methods, scattering geometry and experimental
RIXS spectra. In Sec. III, we introduce the single-ion model
of Mn3+ in cubic perovskite structure with D4h symmetry. In
Sec. IV, we calculate the transition amplitudes of all possi-
ble Mn3+ dd excitations under different polarization channels.
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FIG. 1. Original (dot) and 2X binned (solid) experimental RIXS
spectrum of a 10% Mn-doped Sr3Ru2O7 recorded at Mn L3 reso-
nance (≈ 641.5 eV) with a linear vertical photon polarization (σσσ po-
larization). The scattering angle (2θ) is 130◦ and the sample angle
(θ) with respect to its surface is listed in the figure. The measurement
temperature is 25 K, below the spin ordering transition temperature.
The features up to 4 eV energy loss with respect to the elastic peak
(0 eV energy loss) are the dd excitations in Mn3+d4 structure, and
the broad hump around 7 eV energy loss is the charge-transfer exci-
tation.

In Sec. V, we obtain energy parameters by the characteristic
peaks of experimental spectra. In Sec. VI, we use transition
amplitudes and energy parameters to simulate experimental
data and predict RIXS spectra for other experimental condi-
tions. In Sec. VII, we provide our conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RIXS SPECTRUM

Single crystal Sr3(Ru1−xMnx)2O7 was grown using the trav-
eling solvent float zone method [53]. It was cut along the
(110) direction (I4/mmm notation) and polished with 100 nm
diamond paste to expose a mirror-like surface for the experi-
ments. Similar preparation method was used in the previous
publication [54]. Prior to the high-resolution RIXS experi-
ment, the sample was measured at the qRIXS endstation at
beamline 8, Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berke-
ley National Laboratory (LBNL), to confirm the presence of
electronic order similar to the previously reported results [54].
The RIXS experiments were conducted at ADRESS beamline,
Swiss Light Source (SLS), Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) [55].
The sample was mounted on a cryogenic manipulator with
temperature control from 25 K to room temperature. Most
measurements were conducted below 100 K, acrossing the
electronic ordering temperature of ∼ 60 K in this sample. A
linear vertical polarization (σσσ) was used to enhance the elas-
tic signal for the spin order. In Fig. 1, we show the Mn L3-
edge RIXS spectrum of a 10% Mn doped Sr3Ru2O7 sample
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FIG. 2. Crystal plane, X-ray scattering geometry, polarization configuration of the beam,local cluster, d-orbital energy level, and spin ori-
entation of the sample in the experimental set-up. a) The crystal axes are denoted by (a, b, c), where Ru2O plane stacking along the c-axis.
The crystal plane of the experimental sample is cleaved in the (110)abc direction indicated by the shaded plane, which is used as scattering
surface. The local spin orientations should all lie along the c-axis, up or down depending on which diagonal row is exposed. The cutting plane
of the cleaved sample establishes the scattering geometric axes denoted by (x, y, z), where the xy plane is parallel to the sample surface and
the z axis is perpendicular to it. b) The scattering geometry axes are denoted by (x, y, z), where the xy plane is parallel to the sample surface
and the z axis is perpendicular to it. The incoming (outgoing) wavevector k (k′) and the corresponding incoming (outgoing) scattering angle
relative to the z-axis is given by θi (θo). The scattering angle between k and k′ is 2θ = 130◦ (for all our cases). The scattering wavevector
q = k′ − k makes an angle δ relative to the z-axis. The in-plane (out-plane) x-ray polarization is given by πππ (σσσ). Additionally, as a result of
imperfect experimental manipulation, the cutting plane is not actually perfectly perpendicular to the scattering plane. Thus, the tilted angle α
between z-axis and scattering plane is about 6◦ to 9.5◦. c) Octahedral cluster of a central manganese and six surrounding ligand oxygen with
a stretched c-axis and the effect of the octahedral crystal field on the energy levels of the Mn3+ 3d electrons in a cubic perovskite structure
with D4h symmetry. The general spin orientation angles relative to the sample axis are given by (θs, ϕs). Therefore, in our experimental case
θs = π/2 and ϕs = 0 in scattering process.

as an example. Although the spectrum exhibits a higher noise
level, the inter-orbital (dd) excitations up to ≈ 4 eV energy
loss remain visible and displays a distinct spectrum line shape
compared to La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 [56]. Here onwards, for visual
clarity we display the 2X binned experimental data plots in
rest of the article. Note, the fitting was performed on the orig-
inal data (see Sec. V for a detailed description of the method).
The less-well defined lineshape indicates an intrinsic broad-
ening likely caused by a reduced final state lifetime for these
excitations.

In Fig. 2 we show the crystal plane and the spin orientation
of the sample in the experimental setting, the x-ray scattering
geometry, and the polarization configuration of the incoming
and outgoing x-ray beam that has been used both in the ex-
periment and in our calculation. In Fig. 2(a), the Ru2O plane
cleaved in the (110)abc direction is used as scattering surface.
The determination of the coordinate system depends on the
cutting plane of the sample which is aligned along the diago-
nal of the supercell. Since the layered samples are stretched
along the x-axis, the spin orientation (θs = π/2, ϕs = 0) is
pointed along that direction as well. The sample orientation
with respect to the incident photon Poynting vector is shown

in Fig. 2(b). In the ideal situation, when the tilt angle α be-
tween the scattering plane and the yz plane is zero, the in-
cident (scattered) polarization ϵϵϵ in (ϵϵϵout) either can be σσσ or πππ.
For example, σσσin = σσσout = (1, 0, 0), πππin = (0, cos θi, sin θi),
and πππout = (0, cos θo,− sin θo). The incident (scattered) angle
θi(θo) is determined by the scattering plane for the experimen-
tally controlled variable angle δ and the fixed scattering angle
2θ = 130◦. This can be attributed to the fact that imperfec-
tions in experimental cutting of the sample results in an angle
α of about 6◦ to 9.5◦ between the two planes. Thus, to appro-
priately model the experimental scattering geometry as shown
in Fig. 2(b), we employ rotation matrix R(α) around the b-axis
that is given by

R(α) =

 cosα 0 sinα
0 1 0

− sinα 0 cosα

 (1)

In the experiment the incoming polarization was set to σσσ and
the outgoing polarization was summed over both the polariza-
tion directions. Hence, the polarization of the incident and
scattered x-ray beams can be expressed as ϵϵϵ in = R(α)σσσin,
ϵϵϵout = R(α)σσσout, or ϵϵϵout = R(α)πππout.
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FIG. 3. The schematic diagram of various dd excitation scattering processes between Mn-ion and x-ray photon. a) In the elastic scattering
channel the final state is equal to the initial state (non spin-flipped). b) Non spin-flip inelastic scattering process. c) Spin-flip inelastic
scattering process. In the intermediate state the spin of core hole flips because of the spin-orbit coupling present in the 2p orbital. Therefore,
SF dd excitation process is realized.

III. SINGLE-ION MODEL

The 3d4 electronic configuration of manganese ions in
manganites belong to the Mn3+ oxidation state. The c-axis
stretched coordination complex which is formed by the Mn3+

ions and the six surrounding oxygen ligands at the vertices
of an octahedron form a cubic perovskite structure. There-
fore, the degeneracy of the eg orbitals (composed of dx2−y2

and d3z2−r2 ) and the t2g orbitals (composed of dxy, dyz, and dzx)
splits under the influence of the D4h crystal field (CF) symme-
try, see Fig. 2(b). We implement a single-ion model to sim-
ulate the resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) dd exci-
tation spectrum experimental data of the Mn-doped Sr3Ru2O7
compound at the Mn L3 edge resonance (described in previous
section, also see Fig. 1). On basis of this model, we can com-
pute the local dd-transitions between the different d orbitals,
that is, the non-degenerate 3d electron levels of the same ion,
with energies which are of the order of electron volt (eV) for
transition metal oxides. The consideration of the single-ion
approximation is adequate due to the local nature of the dd
excitation.

We consider the octahedral cluster of a Mn3+ ion and the
six surrounding oxygen ligands. The |dτα⟩ orbital wave func-
tion of the Mn-ion is obtained from a linear combination of
the |Y 2

±m⟩ spherical harmonics where α represents a d-orbital
index (3z2 − r2, x2 − y2, xz, yz, xy) with spin τ (± 1/2). The 2p
ligand states are spin–orbit coupled where L · S = 1

2 (L+S − +
L−S +)+ LzS z. The wave function of the 2p3/2 electrons at the
L3-edge can be written as a linear combination of the spin-up
and spin-down states given by

∣∣∣p3/2,m
〉
= C3/2,m

ml,ms

∣∣∣Y1
ml

〉
⊗ |ms⟩,

where C3/2,m
ml,ms are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients associated

with magnetic (m = ml + ms), orbital (ml = ±1, and 0) and
spin (ms = ±1/2) quantum numbers. The calculations in this
paper can distinguish between the SF and NSF dd excitation
channels.

IV. RIXS TRANSITION AMPLITUDES

In general, RIXS is visualized as an inelastic scattering of
x-ray photons with clusters of matter ions. First, the incident
x-ray photon resonantly excites a core-electron into an unoc-
cupied state, (for e.g., an energy level or a band). This in-

termediate state is in a non-equilibrium situation with a core-
hole and an excited electronic state with ultra-short survival
times of the order of femtoseconds. Afterwards, the interplay
of the core-hole and the excited electron, accompanied by the
simultaneous emission of the scattered photons, relaxes the
system either to its initial state (elastic scattering) in Fig. 3(a),
or to a different low-energy excited state (inelastic scattering)
in Figs. 3(b) and (c). The elastic scattering process is a NSF
channel. But, the inelastic scattering process can be accompa-
nied either with a SF or a NSF channel. Such a direct RIXS
process can be considered as a second-order process which
is described by the Kramers-Heisenberg equation [57–60]. At
zero temperature the double-differential RIXS scattering cross
section is given by

d2σ

dωdΩ
∝
∑

f

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑n

⟨ f | ϵϵϵout · D′† |n⟩ ⟨n| ϵϵϵ in · D |i⟩
∆E + ℏωk + iΓ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ (∆E + ℏω) ,

(2)
where ∆E = Ei−En is the energy difference between the initial
state |i⟩ and the final state | f ⟩, |n⟩ is the intermediate state with
energy En, and ℏω is the transferred photon energy. The inci-
dent (scattered) polarization vector dependence is given by ϵϵϵ in
(ϵϵϵout). The transition operator D in the dipole approximation is
given by D = 1

√
N

∑N
i=1 eik·Ri Di, where Di = eik·ri pi ≈ pi ≈ ri.

In this equation we expressed the D operator in terms of the
local transition operator Di, which is further simplified as ri.

In Fig. 3, we outline the microscopic quantum processes
that contribute to the RIXS intensity of the experimental spec-
tra. First, a 2p3/2 electron is resonantly promoted into the 3d
state by absorption of a photon. The second step is the ra-
diative excitation of a 3d electron into the 2p3/2 levels. This
process can be written as the following sequence of events −
2p4

3/23d4→2p3
3/23d5→2p4

3/23d4∗, where the * indicates the fi-
nal state. Depending on the final state, we can also divide this
scattering process into three types, see Fig. 3. In the case of
inelastic scattering process, the Mn3+ ion is left behind in a
low-energy excited state which may undergo a SF or not. In
Fig. 3(b) we show a NSF dd excitation channel. However,
the effects of spin-orbit coupling on the core hole of the 2p
state can create a SF in the intermediate of the third process,
see Fig. 3(c). Using these quantum transitions as the basic in-
gredients, we simulated the Mn3+ L3-edge experimental RIXS
intensity. Since, we are interested in modeling the dd regime,
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FIG. 4. The transition amplitudes of Mn3+ ion for single polarization channels of all possible dd excitation when the scattering angle (2θ) is
130◦. Noteworthy, in the manganese ion, there are four electrons corresponding to three horizontal columns of electronic ground states, and
six holes corresponding to five vertical columns of low-energy excited states.
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we ignored the elastic contribution, and considered only the
inelastic NSF and the SF dd scattering channels. The transi-
tion amplitudes of the dd excitation RIXS spectrum from dτ

′

α

to dτβ can be written as

Wϵϵϵout
ϵϵϵ in

(
dτ
′

α , d
τ
β

)
∝

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑m
〈
dτβ
∣∣∣ ϵϵϵ in · r ∣∣∣2p3/2,m

〉 〈
2p3/2,m

∣∣∣ ϵϵϵout · r′†
∣∣∣dτ′α 〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

(3)
where m = ±3/2 and ±1/2.

In Fig. 4 we show the transition amplitudes from three
initial states |d↑x2−y2⟩, |d

↑

xz/yz⟩, and |d↑xy⟩ to five final states

(|d↑3z2−r2⟩, |d
↓
xy⟩, |d

↓

xz/yz⟩, |d
↓

x2−y2⟩), and |d↓3z2−r2⟩ corresponding to
inelastic NSF (first column) and inelastic SF (remaining four
columns) dd excitation channels. We compute the RIXS
transition amplitudes for the sample spin orientation utilized
in the experimental set-up (along [100]) and for a couple
more theoretical cases (along [001] and [110]) crystal axes.
Our calculation considers all possible SF and NSF dd exci-
tation channels in the experimental spectrum near 0 eV, see
Fig. 1. We also compute the RIXS transition amplitudes for
various polarization channels. This includes the non-cross
(σσσin−σσσout, πππin−πππout) channels and the cross polarization chan-
nels (σσσin − πππout, πππin − σσσout). The dd excitation channels of
the single-ion Cu2+ L3 edge RIXS cross section has been in-
vestigated [2, 14]. The study analyzed one elastic channel
and seven inelastic channels. Compared to the 3d9 state of
the (undoped) cuprates, the Mn3+-ion exhibits fifteen inelastic
dd excitation channels due to the complexity of the d4 elec-
tronic energy levels. dd excitation channels which are mu-
tually shared by both the Cu and the Mn ion, share similar
spectrum. But, the presence of additional electronic transition
pathways in Mn causes it to display behaviour which is unique
to its situation.

In Fig. 4, focusing on σσσ as the incoming x-ray beam ori-
entation (guided by the experiment), we find from Figs. 4(a)
- 4(b) (in-plane spin orientation) that the intra-orbital SF con-
tribution to the RIXS intensity can arise from one non-cross
σσσin−σσσout channel and threeσσσin−πππout cross channel. While the
cross polarization SF channel non-zero transition amplitude
agrees with the common wisdom of angular momentum con-
servation, the intra-orbital SF transition occuring in the non-
cross σσσin − σσσout channel for the in-plane situation (as in the
experiment) is non-trivial. When the polarization of the out-
going and incoming photons is the same the change in angular
momentum of the photons is zero (∆Lb = 0). If the orbitals
of the transition channel remain unchanged (∆L = 0), spin
flipping should not occur (∆S = 0). However, here we find
both experimentally and theoretically, the opposite happens.
In Fig. 4(c) there are four SF transition possibilities which oc-
cur with zero amplitudes (dxy and dx2−y2 and vice-versa). Ad-
ditionally, we observe that the only one intra-orbital SF am-
plitude, consistent with conservation of angular momentum,
arises from the σσσin − πππout cross polarization channel.

The above (apparent) violation of conservation of angular
momentum in the RIXS transition amplitudes has been pre-
dicted earlier by a couple of the authors in this paper [1] and
and observed experimentally [61] in Cu2+ magnon excitation.

Interestingly, we find a similar behavior in the intra-orbital SF
excitation of Mn3+-ion. Note, even though both the magnon
and the dd excitation are composed of the intra-orbital spin-
flip operator, in the case of magnons, this intra-orbital spin-
flip operator is superposed with the wave vector and gives rise
to the magnon dispersion. dd excitation can be localized (as
in our treatment) or it can be delocalized [13, 62] which can
give rise to possible orbitons in orbital ordered materials. In
both the localized dd and the magnon excitation cases we find
non-trivial non-zero SF amplitudes in the non-cross x-ray po-
larization channels. But, there are some subtle differences.
In the case of Cu2+ ion in the Kagome compound with D4h
symmetry, the spins were in a non-collinear and non-coplanar
arrangement (essentially one can think of this as out-of-plane
in the language of this article). There the πππin−πππout channel had
the non-trivial non-zero intensity. However, in our case for the
Mn3+, the non-trivial intra-orbital SF happens in the in-plane
spin orientation for theσσσin −σσσout channel. But, when the spin
is out-of-plane, the non-trivial intra-orbital SF happens in the
πππin − πππout channel.

To explain the above apparent transitions we will track the
angular momentum changes in the x-ray beam (∆Lb), orbital
angular momentum ∆L, and the spin angular momentum ∆S.
Considering the initial and the final states of the 3d orbital
during one such apparent non-cross polarization channel tran-
sition, the total angular momentum ∆Lb + ∆L + ∆S (, 0 be-
cause of the spin-flip ) , 0, does not appear to be conserved.
However, when the changes of the intermediate states and the
angular momentum of the 2p orbitals are considered carefully,
we can rationalize the scattering occurring in these channels.
The variation of the angular momentum can be rewritten as
∆L = ∆L3d + ∆L2p and ∆S = ∆S2p, because the variations
of the total spin angular momentum is caused by the spin-flip
on the 2p orbital. In Fig. 3(c), the spin of core hole in 2p
orbital flips (∆S2p , 0) because of the spin-orbital coupling
(L · S = 1/2(L+S − + L−S +) + LzS z) in the intermediate state.
In this process, the angular momentum of 2p orbital remains
constant (∆J2p = ∆L2p + ∆S2p = 0). Therefore, these intra-
orbital non-trivial SF transition in the non-cross (σσσin − σσσout,
σσσin −σσσout) x-ray polarization channels can satisfy the angular
momentum conservation (∆Lb + ∆L3d + ∆L2p + ∆S2p = 0).

V. CRYSTAL FIELD AND ENERGY LEVEL FITTING
PROCEDURE

In this section we utilize the dd formulation described
above to extract the energy levels of the Mn3+ ion in the
host compound, the crystal field parameters, and the Hund’s
energy. These quantities play an important role in deciding
the final appearance of the RIXS scattering cross section, see
Eq. (2). Based upon the parameters extracted from the ex-
perimental data, we calculate the direct RIXS cross section
using the local transition amplitudes. The energies of the ini-
tial and final states are directly associated with the orbital state
occupied by the electrons. According to Fig. 5(a), the Mn3+

ions in the d4 electronic configuration possess four electron-
occupied states and six hole-occupied states. To simulate the
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FIG. 5. Crystal field parameter definitions. b) Identification of the characteristic peak energy in the experimental RIXS spectrum.

RIXS spectra we perform the following steps.
In the first step, we identify the characteristic peaks

∆Ei (i = 1, . . . , 4) occurring in the experimental data shown in
Fig. 5(b). The range over which these peaks vary are shown
in Table I. Next, we use the transition amplitude results shown
in Fig. 4 and the definition of the Mn3+ ion energy levels dis-
played in Fig. 5 to determine the excitation channels corre-
sponding to the characteristic peaks. The very first inelastic
peak which has the smallest energy loss is ∆E1. Therefore,
this peak corresponds to the excitation channel with the small-
est energy difference between the initial and final states, where
the electron is excited from |d↑x2−y2⟩ to |d↑3z2−r2⟩. The second

possible transition is from |d↑xz/yz⟩ to |d↑3z2−r2⟩. However, un-
der the experimental conditions (δ ≈ 0 and ϵϵϵ in = R(α)σσσin),
this particular excitation channel occurs with relatively small
transition amplitude. Thus it does not have a significant con-
tribution to the characteristic peaks of the total RIXS spec-
trum. We ignore this excitation channel in our calculation.
The second peak ∆E2, that we have identified, represents the
excitation from |d↑xy⟩ to |d↑3z2−r2⟩. The third peak ∆E3 is the

SF dd excitation channel from |d↑xz/yz⟩ to |d↓xy⟩. The fourth
peak ∆E4 generates the largest RIXS intensity signal. This
is caused by multiple SF dd excitations between d-orbitals of
the same type, that is |d↑α⟩ → |d

↓
α⟩. Thus, the energy losses cor-

responding to these four characteristic peaks can be related to
the energy levels and crystal field parameters as

∆E1 = E↑3z2−r2 − E↑x2−y2 = ∆Eeg , (4a)

∆E2 = E↑xy − E↑3z2−r2 = ∆Eeg + 10Dq, (4b)

∆E3 = E↓xy − E↑xz/yz = 2J − ∆Et2g , (4c)

∆E4 = E↓α − E↑α = 2J . (4d)

This procedure allows us to greatly narrow the range of pa-
rameter choices and assists in reducing computational over-
head associated with the fitting procedure.

In the second step, we use Eqs. (4a) - (4d) to obtain the crys-
tal field parameters (∆Eeg , ∆Et2g , 10Dq), the intra-orbital SF
energy 2J , and the energy level parameter sets corresponding
to each set of characteristic peaks. Note, in the above defi-
nitions ∆Eeg and ∆Et2g represent the energy splitting of the eg
and t2g orbitals. The energy splitting between the eg and the t2g
orbitals is given by 10Dq. The intra-orbital SF energy is given
by 2J where 2J = E↓α − E↑α. In the mean-field approxima-
tion the intra-orbital Hund’s exchange energy can be written
asHMF

H = −JH
∑

(1/2+2S z
iαS

z
iβ) [63], where JH is the Hund’s

coupling. Based on this the Hund’s energy of the initial (final)
state with four parallel spins (three parallel and one unparallel
spins) is given by EH

i = −6JH (EH
f = −3JH). Therefore, our

definition of the intra-orbital SF energy can be related to the
Hund’s intra-orbital exchange energy as 2J = 3JH.

In the third step, we use the simulated energy levels as input
to compute the RIXS intensity. We assume that when one of
the electrons from the eg or the t2g orbital is excited, the other
three electrons serve as spectators and the intermediate state

Characteristic peaks of experimental RIXS spectrum (eV)
∆E1 ∆E2 ∆E3 ∆E4

0.73∼0.83 1.24∼1.34 1.51∼1.61 1.96∼2.16
Parameters of crystal field (eV)

2J(3JH) ∆Eeg 10Dq ∆Et2g
2.06 0.78 0.89 0.50

Parameters of Energy Levels
Orbital α E↑α (eV) E↓α (eV)

d3z2−r2 1.29 3.35
dx2−y2 0.51 2.57
dxz/yz 0.50 2.56
dxy 0.00 2.06

TABLE I. Energy range of characteristic peaks identified from the
experimental RIXS spectrum within -0.5 eV to -4.5 eV. Fitting result
of the crystal field parameters and the energy level on experimental
data.
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has ultra-short survival time. Within this hypothesis, the cross
sections from the ground state to all possible final states are
calculated and the simulated spectrum as a function of energy
loss ℏω is given by

Isim(ℏω) =
1
π

∑
α,β

∑
τ

 ΓβW
ϵϵϵout
ϵϵϵ in

(
d↑α, dτβ

)
(ℏω + Eτβ − E↑α)2 + Γ2

β

 , (5)

where we compute the spectra corresponding to each set
of characteristic peaks. We insert the transition amplitudes
Wϵϵϵout
ϵϵϵ in

(
d↑α, dτβ

)
of the corresponding excitation channels. Next,

we sum over all the spins (τ) to consider both the NSF and SF
channels. The orbital summation of the initial and final states
(α and β) represents an exhaustive collection of all dd exci-
tation channels (that are symmetry allowed). Based on our
calculation we find that the Lorentzian lifetime broadening Γβ
is different between the NSF and the SF channels. We have
ΓNS F = 0.10 eV and ΓS F = 0.20 eV. Furthermore, using the
crystal field energy diagram shown in Fig. 5, we can deduce
that E↑α = Eα − J and E↓α = Eα + J . During the calcula-
tion process we considered a generalized parameter space in
which anisotropy of the spin-flip interaction energy was taken
into account. However, our calculations suggested that the
energy 2J arising from the transition between the orbitals (of
the same type) do not differ much. They belong to the same
energy range ∆E4 shown in Table I. Thus, we did not consider
an anisotropic 2J interaction in all our subsequent calcula-
tions.

Finally, the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) between each
set of simulated spectra (obtained by considering all possible
combinations that can arise in the variation of ∆Ei shown in
Table I) and the experimental data was computed using

RMS E =

√√√
1
N

N∑
i=1

[
Iexp (ℏωi) − Isim (ℏωi)

]2
, (6)

where N is the total number of experimentally measured en-
ergy loss (ωi) data points, Iexp is the original experimental
data, and Isim is the simulated spectrum. We report the simu-
lated parameters corresponding to the smallest RMSE values
in Table I. In the next section, we discuss the experimental
spectrum and its interpretation based on our simulated RIXS
calculation. We also predict the RIXS spectra for the in- and
out- of plane spin orientation and for various δ (relative to the
z-axis) angles of the scattering wavevector q.

VI. SIMULATED RIXS SPECTRUM

In Fig. 6, we show the results of comparing the simulated
spectra generated using the above fitting procedure with the
experimental spectra. As evident from the plots, the physi-
cal mechanism underlying each peak on the sub-spectrum is a
single dd excitation channel. The sub-spectra of each differ-
ent initial state are summed together to obtain the total RIXS
spectra of all the channels. Comparing the theoretical cal-
culations to the experimental data, we find that the trends
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FIG. 6. Simulated and experimental RIXS spectra of dd excitations.
The different panels refer to the RIXS intensity obtained by varying
the scattering geometry angle θ, see Fig. 1 for definition. The spin-
flip interaction energy 2J (which is equal to 3JH) is visible from
the fourth peak ∆E4 of the simulated total spectra. We also show
the location of peaks 1 through 4 for easy comparison (see text for
discussion of these peaks).

in both the characteristic peaks and the scattering intensity
changes coincide with each other. Therefore, our simulated
spectrum is very close to the experimental spectrum. We were
able to distinguish the energy boundaries of different excita-
tions (NSF, SF, and charge-transfer) arising in the lightly man-
ganese doped Sr3Ru2O7 by identifying the sub-spectra (from
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FIG. 7. Theoretically predicted RIXS spectrum at Mn L3 resonance
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figure.

our calculation in Sec. IV and Sec. V) which contributes to
the overall experimental RIXS intensity. These sub-spectra
are denoted by thin solid lines in Fig. 6. The vertical dashed
lines demarcate the various excitation zones. The NSF dd ex-
citations occur from -1.39 to -0.68 eV. The SF dd excitations
takes place in the interval from -3.60 to -1.39 eV. The range of
dd excitation energy loss lies mainly in the interval from -3.60
eV to -0.68 eV. And it can be determined that the scattering
intensity peak between -12.00 eV to -4.00 eV in Fig. 1 corre-
sponds to the charge transfer excitation. However, in the low
energy loss, the scattering intensities of the calculated results
are generally lower than the experimental spectral lines. This
is likely caused by the fact that the magnetic or phonon ex-
citations are detected experimentally, whereas the calculated
results only include the intensities of the dd excitations. Also,
adjusting the scattering geometry parameters, we obtained the
RIXS intensity at different angles θ. Since the variation in θ
is not substantial in the experimental setting the total RIXS
spectra changes very slightly.

In Fig. 7, we predict the RIXS spectra for δ variation be-
tween -60◦ to +60◦ for spin orientation that changes from in-
plane ([100] and [110]) to out-of-plane ([001]), see Fig. 2. We
track the evolution of the four characteristic peaks to observe

trends in the spectra. Irrespective of whether the spin orien-
tation is in- or out-of-plane, we find that the intensity of the
first peak gradually increases as δ changes from 0◦ to ±60◦.
The growth of the first peak arises from the |d↑x2−y2⟩ → |d

↑

3z2−r2⟩

transition, which gradually increases when the angle changes
from 0◦ to ±60◦, as seen in Fig. 4. When the spin is along the
in-plane direction the spectral weight shifts from the third to
the second peak as δ varies. The second (third) peak is higher
in intensity than the third (second) peak from 0◦ to 60◦ (−60◦).
At δ = -60◦, the second peak cannot be distinguished in the
total RIXS spectrum. When the spin is oriented out-of-plane,
there is a gradual increase in the intensity of both the second
and the third peaks over the entire range of δ variation. How-
ever, the second peak has a greater change. For a similar value
of δ, the intensity of the fourth peak is consistently greater
for the in-plane orientation compared to the out-of-plane spin
direction. This behavior can be tracked to the presence of
more intra-orbital SF excitation channels when the spin is in-
plane compared to its out-of-plane configuration. As shown in
Fig. 4(c), the inter-orbital SF channels from dxy and dx2−y2 or-
bital are suppressed when the spin orientation is along [001].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Utilizing experimental data and a single-ion based RIXS
model, we simulate the dd excitation spectra of lightly man-
ganese doped Sr3Ru2O7. We have determined the dd excita-
tion energies of the Mn3+ ion at the L3-edge which are directly
related to the energy level structure of the 3d4 in the D4h crys-
tal field symmetry. Based on our calculation, we have identi-
fied the NSF, SF, charge-transfer boundaries in the experimen-
tal RIXS spectrum. Using a self-consistent fitting procedure
we have obtained the crystal field parameters, the single spin-
flip interaction energy, and the energy levels of the d orbitals
of the Mn3+ ion embedded in the matrix of the Sr3Ru2O7 com-
pound. The results of our fit are reported in Table I. We can
calculate the superexchange constant using the free ion Racah
parameters [64, 65]. Using the expression J = 4B + C [46],
we find 2J = 2.06 eV, which is exactly the value we found
from the experimental data. This confirmation lends support
to the hypothesis mentioned in the introduction that the di-
luted Mn3+ ions in the host compound can be treated as a free
ion. Additionally, it bolsters confidence in our fitting proce-
dure and in the prediction of the other material parameters of
free Mn ion, including the excitation energy boundaries.

Utilizing the material parameters from the fit, we can pre-
dict the RIXS spectra for other scattering geometry set-up
that have not been explored in the current experimental set-
ting. We predict the RIXS spectra for spin orientation that
changes from the in-plane to the out-of-plane configuration.
We find that as the spin direction evolves there is a significant
decrease in the number of the intra-orbital SF channels. We
find some non-trivial intra-orbital SF excitation channels for
both non-cross polarization (σσσ,σσσ). Apparently, these quan-
tum transitions defy the conventional logic of angular mo-
mentum conservation. A similar effect was predicted earlier
to occur within the context of magnons found in the cop-
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per based Kagome compound [1]. In our experiment, as the
spin orientation changes from in-plane to out-of-plane, these
channels appear in different orbital transitions and distinct po-
larization channels. In the in-plane configuration, the non-
trivial intra-orbital SF originates from the dxy orbital in the
σσσin − σσσout channel. But, when the spin is out-of-plane, the
non-trivial intra-orbital SF happens from the dxz/yz orbital in
theπππin−πππout channel. The preference for out-of-plane spin ori-
entation to choose the πππin −πππout channel was also observed on
the d3z2−r2 orbital in the non-collinear non-coplanar Kagome
copper compound [1]. Finally, we hope that our work will
stimulate the RIXS community to start exploring manganite
RIXS (and more complex ionic configurations) which promise
to host both exciting fundamental physics (conservation of an-
gular momentum) and an opportunity to determine materials
parameters.
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